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RURAL ECONOMY AND CONNECTIVITY COMMITTEE 

TRANSPORT (SCOTLAND) BILL  

SUBMISSION FROM COMMUNITY TRANSPORT ASSOCIATION 

A. About Community Transport  

1. This response is submitted by the Community Transport Association (CTA), a UK-

wide charity working with thousands of other charities and community groups across 

the UK that all provide and support local transport services that fulfil a social purpose 

and community benefit.   

2. Around 30 per cent of CTA’s 1,600 members are charities whose main work is 

provision of community transport and they would typically use this label to describe 

their work: 54 of these work in Scotland.  This form of community transport helps to 

address the quality, affordability and accessibility of transport options for people who 

cannot drive and don’t have access to conventional public transport, especially in rural 

areas.  It also recognises that some needs are best met through communities doing 

things for themselves.   

3. This is about providing flexible and accessible community-led solutions in response to 

unmet local transport needs, and often represents the only means of transport for 

many vulnerable and isolated people. 

4. Community transport services are primarily provided through either a section 19 

permit which offers door-to-door transport predominantly for those with mobility issues, 

or through timetabled section 22 services.  Section 22 permits enable not-for-profit 

entities to run local bus services for the benefit of the community.  They often use 

minibuses rather than larger buses, enabling them to operate routes with low levels of 

frequency and patronage, such as those serving rural villages, in a cost-effective way. 

5. High levels of volunteer involvement, the ability to attract charitable funds, accessible 

vehicles and a not-for-profit business model all mean community transport is often a 

more reliable and resilient way of meeting a greater range of transport needs, 

especially for our more isolated and vulnerable citizens.   

6. The other 70 per cent of CTA’s members are charities, community groups and other 

not-for-profits who use the same permit regime to run transport to support their main 

charitable activities, such as youth groups or RVS branches: 102 of these are based in 

Scotland.   

B. Introduction 

7. The CTA welcomes the opportunity to respond to the Rural Economy and Connectivity 

Committee’s call for evidence on the Transport (Scotland) Bill. 
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8. We welcome all efforts to improve the quality, affordability and accessibility of 

passenger transport, especially for vulnerable people with mobility needs, and support 

measures to improve patronage on shared passenger transport as a means of 

reducing congestion and emissions. 

9. The Bill addresses several areas of transport policy and our submission has focussed 

on those elements that relate to community transport provision and which advance our 

broader interest of making passenger transport accessible and inclusive for all.  

Through our membership, we have an insight into the worlds of people whose lives 

and choices are diminished by not being able to get to the places they want or need to 

be.  It is their everyday experience of rarely or never being able to access 

conventional transport that we learn from and use in our work. 

C. Part One – Low Emission Zones 

10. The Bill proposes to put access restrictions in place for low emission zones according 

to specified vehicle emissions standards, which are anticipated to be Euro 6 for diesel 

vehicles and Euro 4 for petrol vehicles.  Vehicles which do not meet these standards 

will be fined.   

11. Minibuses are the most commonly used vehicle for community transport providers as 

they represent an accessible and economical way of transporting users who are 

excluded from the conventional transport network due to physical or psychological 

barriers.  Community transport minibuses are often wheelchair accessible, with rear 

passenger lifts and convertible spaces, while drivers and passenger assistants are 

professionally trained to assist passengers with mobility issues.   

12. Many of the trips that CTA members enable are ‘everyday’ journeys to visit shops, 

attend school and work, see family and friends, and reach medical appointments, 

which are vital to passengers’ health and wellbeing, enabling them to feel more 

empowered, healthy and independent, and preventing and reducing social isolation 

and loneliness. 

(a) Impact of LEZs on community transport 

13. The small-scale nature of many community transport operations means that vehicles 

tend to be older and it is difficult for operators to accumulate the necessary capital to 

buy new vehicles, retrofit appropriate engines, or absorb running costs in the same 

way that a larger commercial operator working at scale would be able to.  The amount 

and types of income that can be generated by community transport is further limited 

by the regulatory requirement that community transport operators cannot make a 

profit.  A new standard minibus can cost in the region of £40,000 to £50,000 – a figure 

that would be especially difficult for smaller organisations reliant on voluntary funds to 

raise.  Compounding these issues, the new LEZs are likely to devalue vehicles that do 

not currently use Euro 6 engines, preventing organisations from trading in older 

vehicles to raise funds or in part-exchange for new vehicles.   
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14. While the CTA support the intention to reduce emissions with the introduction of LEZs, 

the costs associated with compliance may lead to unintended consequences that 

obstruct environmental and wider societal objectives and impedes the vital work of 

community transport.   

15. Firstly, a community transport provider may have to change its model to operating 

services using multiple cars/MPVs as it would be cheaper to acquire compliant cars 

than minibuses.  Hence, while vehicles would be more environmentally friendly, there 

would be more vehicles on the road, fewer communal journeys, and higher cumulative 

emissions, with an impact on congestion.  Alternatively, they may reduce the services 

that they provide into city or town centres to avoid LEZs. 

16. Finally, if the financial costs for upgrading vehicles and bearing increasing fines are 

unsustainable, community transport operators may have to stop services altogether, 

leaving those with the greatest need, who are reliant on CT services due to mobility 

issues, without access to transport and subsequently vital services.  In the long term, 

this is likely to add to loneliness and isolation, with a knock-on effect on health and 

social care services, to the detriment of the Bill’s intention to improve health and 

wellbeing and tackle social inequality. 

(b) Recommendations 

17. CTA believe that clean air is an important issue facing our communities in Scotland.  

We support steps to improve air quality across our towns and cities and acknowledge 

that vehicle emissions contribute to poor air quality.  However, we believe that the 

Parliament should be mindful of the social impact that proposed changes will have on 

vulnerable passengers.   

18. To tackle air quality without compromising social needs, the CTA recommend that the 

Committee consider exempting specific categories of vulnerable passengers 

accessing the most necessary services from LEZ penalties under section 1(4)(b).  For 

example, vehicles transporting wheelchair users and older people with mobility issues 

and disabilities to medical appointments should be exempted from fines as those 

services are vital to their health, and community transport is their only means of 

reaching them, due to the inaccessibility of conventional transport alternatives.  The 

new Ultra-Low Emission Zones being introduced in London have an exemption for 

‘vehicles used by disabled people that have a disabled taxation class, e.g. Dial-A-

Ride’ and we would support similar provision within the Transport (Scotland) Bill or its 

regulations. 

19. The CTA also support initiatives that help to cover costs for compliance and protect 

community transport services.  Transport Scotland’s Bus Emissions Abatement 

Retrofit (BEAR) programme, for example, is helping to fund the retrofitting of Selective 

Catalytic Reduction units and Diesel Particulate Filters for licensed bus operators to 

support the delivery of Scotland’s LEZs. 
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20. Similarly, the £1m community minibus fund in 2013/14 helped to provide much-

needed financial assistance for community transport operators to replace older 

vehicles and expand their service.  The grants helped to buy 27 replacement 

minibuses, and two MPVs, the majority of which were adapted to carry wheelchairs.  

Former Minister for Transport Keith Brown stated that although this was a one-off 

fund, he expected that future support would be developed for community transport; 

CTA would greatly welcome this. 

21. Transport Scotland’s Green Bus Fund is another positive step towards helping bus 

operators to buy new Low Emission Buses and we would welcome a Scottish Green 

Bus Fund 9 that will contribute towards purchasing compliant minibuses, which has 

not been available using previous funds. 

22. Finally, we would welcome the commissioning of a study on the impact of LEZs on 

not-for-profit transport, including on organisations which operate transport as 

secondary to their main purpose.  Many of the LEZ measures rely on the ability of 

organisations to raise capital for upgrading vehicles, and there is insufficient research 

so far into the impact that this will have. 

D. Part Two – Bus Services 

23. Community transport services are either provided through demand responsive 

services run under a section 19 permit which offers door-to-door transport 

predominantly for those with mobility issues, or through timetabled community bus 

services run under a section 22 permit.  The number of community bus permits that 

have been issued each year are published in the Traffic Commissioners’ annual 

reports – between 2012/13 and 2017/18, 87 permits were issued in Scotland. 

24. Community transport services are often run where the market has failed to provide 

services that can cater for the full range of needs within a community.  This is due 

either to ‘unprofitable’ services being reduced, withdrawn or altered, leaving 

communities either without service altogether or with limited services that do not meet 

needs; or because the commercial services that are available are inaccessible 

particularly to those with mobility issues. 

25. However, community transport is not just an alternative to the mainstream network, 

but something that can be more integrated with it.  Many section 22 services are run 

on routes with lower patronage that feed into main commercial routes, while many 

section 19 services provide transport to main routes and stations directly from a user’s 

home.  By providing the first and last leg of journeys to otherwise inaccessible stops 

on commercial bus routes and stations, community transport supports the mainstream 

network to make the overall journey possible. 

26. CTA welcome all efforts to reverse the decline in bus patronage and to improve the 

quality, affordability and accessibility of passenger transport.  We believe that the best 

way of achieving a more integrated passenger transport network that meets more 
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needs is by building solutions from the ground up, using existing assets and capacity 

within communities so that solutions are rooted in the experience of local people who 

know the area and their priorities.  As community transport organisations cater to 

those who are excluded from other forms of passenger transport, they are best placed 

to provide an insight into a user group whose voices are rarely heard during the 

decision-making process when developing passenger transport networks. 

27. As such, we welcome Part 2 of the Transport (Scotland) Bill, which aims to strengthen 

the power of local authorities to shape local transport networks for the benefit of 

passengers.  It aims to fortify arrangements for partnerships and equip local 

authorities with franchising powers, which will give local transport authorities more 

flexibility to respond to local needs.  It also includes measures to improve the 

information available to passengers, making bus travel more accessible, and improves 

the level of data that can be provided to local transport authorities when services are 

deregistered, helping them to better understand where services can have the greatest 

impact.  Data on withdrawn services can subsequently help community organisations 

to coordinate a replacement community-led solution, which will ensure that there is a 

continuity of service when the original route is withdrawn.   

28. The CTA recommend that the legislation is further developed to make coordination 

with community transport providers explicit requirements within the proposed 

partnership and franchising arrangements.  This will firstly ensure that the needs of the 

most vulnerable are represented in the passenger transport network, and secondly 

help to support main services by enabling community transport to sustainably provide 

the first and last mile of journeys which would not otherwise happen where the station 

or stop on a commercial bus route is inaccessible. 

29. We would further encourage the Scottish Government to look holistically at current 

transport regulations and look at establishing a common framework for accessibility 

that is passenger, not mode-specific.  The current configuration of transport 

regulations encourages silo working.  This means that taxis, small buses, and cars, 

which may all be carrying the same passengers with equal levels of risk, are regulated 

in different ways. 

30. Better integration is not about more money or new rules, rather it is about better use of 

resources already in place.  Often services are commissioned in isolation, or without 

reference to the wider public need.  All services when commissioned need to show 

how they will integrate with existing service and help provide a greater plurality of 

provision.  Quality in commissioning should not just be considered in terms of routes 

offered, fares or frequency of service, but accessibility for the greatest number of 

passengers must be placed at the heart of quality service commissioning practice. 

31. Across Europe there are examples of services being commissioned in a joined-up 

manner that creates an integrated passenger network across different modes of travel.  

The STAR transport network in Rennes, France, for example, has sought to increase 
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the accessibility and effectiveness of their network by linking metro lines with reduced 

mobility demand responsive services.  This is integrated with passenger information 

systems (which includes integration of non-travel related information such as weather 

forecasts) and combines traditional transport solutions with bike share schemes, 

development of electric bike rental and car sharing.   

32. This type of integrated commissioning of service, which combines the profitable bus 

and metro routes with demand responsive services encourages community transport 

services to integrate service around transport hubs and encourages local authorities to 

ensure that services they commission and pay for through subsidies and grants, link to 

other services and wider transport provision. 

E. Part Three – Smart Ticketing 

33. CTA supports integrated ticketing as a means to facilitate inclusive and accessible 

transport, by making multi-modal journeys simpler and more affordable.  We believe 

that all user groups should have the right to access the benefits of smart ticketing, 

such as reduced travel costs from using a smartcard, and therefore support the 

inclusion of community transport into smart ticketing arrangements.  We would be 

concerned if offers and discounts such as ‘daily caps’ are limited to users of smart 

ticket technology on certain types of services, while passengers who cannot use 

eligible services have to pay a premium for their travel as ‘pay as you go’ customers.   

34. We do, however, have several key recommendations that we ask the Committee to 

consider.  Firstly, given the not-for-profit nature of community transport services, CTA 

would welcome measures that assist community transport operators with set up costs.  

The smart readers for Saltire cards, for example, were provided for free to operators. 

35. Secondly, we ask that smart ticketing is extended to include demand-responsive 

services.  Many passengers, particularly in rural areas, use demand responsive 

transport (DRT) to feed into conventional services as part of a ‘hub and spoke’ 

system.  If smart ticketing were available on conventional services, but not DRT 

services, users of DRT would lose out. 

36. Thirdly, CTA encourage the development of an account-based payment system, 

whereby users can be credited with funds towards their transport costs.  This system 

would be particularly beneficial to users for whom travel costs are prohibitive in their 

accessing of public services, education or employment.  It could also reduce the costs 

of providing services such as hospital or home-to-school transport and would give 

service users greater control over the journeys they make and who provides them. 

37. Finally, we would like any smart card solution to incorporate technology that can alert 

drivers to passengers’ accessibility needs.  SESTRAN’s Thistle Assistance Card, for 

example, which enables users to choose from a supply of peel-off stickers with 

symbols and short messages indicating the help that could be required from bus 

drivers and other transport staff, is a good way of helping passengers to communicate 
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their needs in a quick and simple way.  They have also recently introduced technology 

via a new smartphone app.  However, we acknowledge that such measures would 

require parallel measures to protect vulnerable people’s privacy.   

F. Part Four – Responsible Parking 

38. The CTA support the Bill’s measures to improve responsible parking.  The prohibition 

of parking on pavements will be particularly beneficial to those with disabilities and 

mobility challenges, while the prohibition of parking at dropped kerbs and double 

parking will improve accessibility for larger vehicles such as minibuses, particularly at 

crossings and junctions.   

39. However, we would support the introduction of further measures to protect the needs 

of vulnerable passengers.  Given the mobility restrictions for many community 

transport users, the CTA would welcome discounted/free parking for volunteer drivers 

and set-down points for community minibuses to enable community transport 

operators to better assist vulnerable passengers closer to their destinations.  Where 

set-down points are not viable, we would recommend exempting community transport 

vehicles from double parking restrictions, at least for a restricted time period, to enable 

passengers to safely disembark close to their destinations.   

G. Part Five – Road Works  

40. We support the recommendations as set out in the Bill.   

H. Part Six – Regional Transport Partnerships and Scotland’s canals 

41. We have no comment.   

 


